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Morning Message
Zou san Year Three! That’s ‘Good Morning’ in Cantonese, a language spoken by over 73.1 million
people! We’ve got another exciting day of learning in store for you: remember to keep smiling
and keep posting your fantastic work on Seesaw!
Remember to attend your class briefings at 9:30am and 2:50pm
If you don’t have a link, ask your adult to email info@arkfranklinprimary.org.
Did you know...? This day in history?
1964- Muhammad Ali, legendary boxer, became World Heavyweight
Champion for the first time. In 1999, he was voted BBC ‘Sports
Personality of the Century’ and was famous for his human rights work.
Writing

Today we will be recapping descriptive language – using expanded noun
phrases to persuade. Who’s got some great vocabulary to hand? A
thesaurus is your friend here, so make sure to be adventurous!
Watch Miss. Choudhry’s lesson here
Here is your Do Now and here is your Task Sheet
Reading

Today, you will be answering the Big Question which is:
‘Should George have been making his marvellous medicine?’
Make sure that you identify your point of view, use evidence from the chapter to support
your answer and explain your answer in detail, when answering the big question.
You can watch Miss Williams’ video here and write down your answer on paper.
Here is a copy of the text
Mathematics
Today we’ll be focussing on the Digital Clock: I’m sure you’ll
all familiar with using one!
Watch Mrs Turley’s video here and your task sheet is here.
Here is an excellent way to test your digital clock
knowledge, as well as some of the other skills we have been
practicing.
Don’t forget your daily Arithmetic Brainbusters here
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Music
In music today we will be doing a fun creative project based on The Nutcracker. Here is Miss
Webster to tell you more!
Computing
This term, we are going to be exploring emails in computing. In today’s lesson you will explore
different methods of communication and list the advantages and disadvantages of each method.
Watch Miss Williams’ video here and head on over to Purple Mash

Question for the day

If you could learn any language in the world…what would it be?

Weekly Spellings

forgetting forgotten beginning preferred permitted
regretting committed forbidden propelled equipped
Can you put each word in sentence?

